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Compilation Techniques 

Compilation combines translation and optimization. The high-level 

language program is translated into the lower-level form of instructions; 

optimizations try to generate better instruction sequences than would be possible 

if the brute force technique of independently translating source code statements 

were used. 

1. Lexical analysis : The lexical analysis is also called scanning. It is the 

phase of compilation in which the complete source code is scanned and 

your source program is broken up into group of strings called token. 

2. Syntax analysis : The syntax analysis is also called parsing. In this phase 

the tokens generated by the lexical analyser are grouped together to form a 

hierarchical structure. The syntax analysis determines the structure of the 

source string by grouping the tokens together. 

3. Semantic analysis : Once the syntax is checked in the syntax analyser 

phase the next phase i.e. the semantic analysis determines the meaning of 

the source string. For example meaning of source string means matching 

of parenthesis in the expression, or matching of if ...else statements or 

performing arithmetic operations of the expressions that are type 

compatible, or checking the scope of operation. 

4. Intermediate code generation : The intermediate code is a kind of code 

which is easy to generate and this code can be easily converted to target 

code. This code is in variety of forms such as three address code, 

quadruple, triple, posix. 

5. Code optimization : The code optimization phase attempts to improve the 

intermediate code. This is necessary to have a faster executing code or less 

consumption of memory. 

6. Code generation : In code generation phase the target code gets generated. 

The intermediate code instructions are translated into sequence of machine 

instructions. 
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Data Structures 

Data structure represent the collection of data and various operations that 

can be performed on this data. There are commonly used data structures such as 

arrays, linked lists, stacks and so on. 

During the code generation for the operations on data structures the 

compiler must develop memory mapping. For corresponding data elements the 

suitable memory words are located and then the memory mapping is done. 

Arrays are interesting because the address of an array element must in 

general be computed at run time, since the array index may change 


